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Mobile roaming charges: 
One e-mail can still cost you 7€! 
 
Europeans for Fair Roaming (www.fairroaming.org), the network of citizens and organisations fighting 
against unfairly high roaming charges in the European Union welcomes the new EU proposals for 
bringing down roaming charges over the next years but is convicted that the proposed price caps for 
data roaming at 90ct/MB to 50ct/MB and the cap for receiving calls at 10ct/minute are still too high. 
 
Campaign coordinator Bengt Beier stated: “The new proposals by the European Commission are a 
great step forward. The European Commission has taken up many of the proposals we have been 
making, especially to strengthen market forces to bring down prices: the ability to decouple roaming 
services from domestic services and easier market access for small and virtual operators. But the 
proposed price caps for data roaming are still far too high to effectively save customers from ‘bill 
shocks’. At 90ct per MB, receiving a single e-mail with photos could still cost you up to 7€! We also 
believe that there should be a goal to make the receiving of calls free. We still hope that the European 
Parliament and the Council of Ministers will co-operate to make sure the new rules are passed without 
delay and will ensure to improve the price caps for data roaming.” 
 
“Europeans for fair roaming” (www.fairroaming.org) was started by Europe United and citizens from all 
over Europe as a Facebook campaign as has since expanded to become a network bringing together 
organisations and citizens from across Europe that represent tens of thousands of concerned 
Europeans. The network calls on all EU institutions to take steps to end the current unfair practice of 
mobile phone operators charging high roaming fess when you use your mobile phone in another EU 
state. 
The current state of the campaign is: 

 A network of 7 organisations representing/reaching ~100.000 people 
 Facebook campaign with 1300 supporters, Twitter, Newsletters, etc: several thousand 

contacts 
 Two petitions with about 800 and about 400 signatures 
 Constant communication with key players 

 
 
If you have any further questions, you may contact us at +49-1577-2951797 or +43-650-5154370. 
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